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PRIEFACE

The work described in the following report was performed under
Department of Transportation Contract No. DOT-FA72-WA-2760 for the
Federal Aviation Administration.

The Contractual objectives were:

1) to develop visual aids to alleviate spatial disorientation

during takeoff and landing approach and

2) t Io develap criteria for determining whether any given
'a. ,runway may present a hazard from spatial disorientation

either in the approach or during takeoff under authorized
VFR condition.

Technology Incorporated particularly wishes to thank the personnel
of the Genieral Aviation District Office No. 10 for their support, cooperu-
tion and advice.

(Preceding page blank) v



INTRODUCTION

Purpose

This report presents the results of a research effort designed
to define a visual aid systein to assist the general aviation pilot in

avoiding spatial disorientation during certain takeoff and landing
situations. The system is designed primarily for the pilot who is
flying under visual flight rules (V5FR) and who may have insufficient
instrument experience or instrument awareness to be able to avoid

the onset of disorientation when conditions are right for its occurrence.

Background

A survey and analysis of those factors contributing to dis-
orientation is pre.ented herein, v"Ith particular emphasis on those
factors that could be allcviatcd by a visual aid system in the viciniby
of the a.irport. Various aspects of the approach to the problem and
the proposed solution will be discussed. In particular, the rationale,1*
behind the chosen approach will be presented along with the conse- I
quences of this course of action. In addition, a simple technique
has been devised to help determine the potential degree of disorientation
hazard present during takeoffs and approaches at certain airports.

Oncc a pilot leaves the confines of the earth's surface he is
faced with unique problems of orientation due to the occurrence o!-
conflicting, misleading and inadequate cues concerning his true attitude
and position. Consequently spatial disorientation may be defined simply
as an erroneous perception concerning one's true position and attitude
in three- dimensional space.

The hazards (f spatial disorientation have long been recognized
by "workers in the field of aviation safety. Studies of aircraft accidents

Shava implicated spatial disorientationi as a primary o: contributing

factor r!sp~onstý)Il for a significant number of these accid ntc.

Fo . . Nuttal and Sanford (1) studied spatial disorientation I
in the .S,' European conirnand and found that disorientatiun was res-

onnsibie for 4`,; of rrajor accidents and 14% of all iatal accidcnts.

Niittal, . B. and Sanford, 1. G. Spatial disorientatien in operational
ji,!ht. in Evra rd, F. , Bergeret, P. and Van Wulfften Palthe, P'. '.
"L'.iki1 asr-,cts of flight safety. Pergamon, Ne- York. !9,59.
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In a more recent study, Moser (21 presented figures of 9% and 26%,
respectively. A questionnaire study by Clark and Nicholson in
1953 (3) was one of the earliest to show how prevalent spatial dis-
orientation experiences were in aviation personnel. Other recent
studies referring to the role of disorientation as a causative factor
in accidents are those of HLxon, et al. (4), and Barnum and Bonner
(5), among others. Although studies have shown disorienttion to
be more common among jet pilots than among pilots of propeller
aircraft, the seriousness of the problem for the general aviation.
pilot is nevertheless recognized. Dcugherty (6), for example, has
implicated spatial disorientation in a number of fata!it;.:-.! t Lake- 4-A

front Airport in New Orleans. -% -;.--.

The following sections will focus on the disorientation factors
of particular relevance to the general aviation pilot with emphasis
on those likely to exist during takeoff and landing operations. A com-
plete discussion of those runway factors that may produce depth
illusions affecting the pilot shortly before he reaches the runway
threshold will not be presented. Solutions to problems of this nature
are considered to be outside the scope of this rasearch effort. A
discussion of such runw.-.y factors is presented by titts (7),

(2) .. O
Mvoser, R. Spatial disorientation as a factor in accidents in an oper-
ational command. Aerospace Medicine. 1969. 40:174- 176.

(3)
Clark, B. and Nicholson, M. A. Vertigo: A cause of pilot error in
naval aviation students. U. S. Naval School of Aviation Medicine; ""
NM 001 059. 01. 37: August 1953.

(4)
HLxon, W. C., et al. Major orientation-error accidents in regular army
UII- I aircraft luxirng fissal year 19A7. Arcidont factors. October 1970.
U. S. Army Aeromedical Research Lab.; Npvat Aerospace Medical a
Research Lab. 2100/NAMRL-1109.

(5)
Barnum, F. and Bonner, R. H. Epidemiology of USAF spatial dis-
orientation aircraft accidents. I January 1958-December 1968
Aervspace 3.,!aine.. 1971. 42:896-898.

(6 ) ......
Dougherty, J. D. Lakefront Airport: An epidemiologic approach. Aero-
space Medicine. 1965. 36;558-561.

(7)
Pitts, D. G. Visual illusions and aircraft accidents. SAM TR-67-28,
Final Report, April 1967.
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Robson (8) and others.

Vestibular Factors - Probably the most important single category
of illusions eucountered by pilots are those resulting fronm false or
ambiguous information fronm the vestibular system. Due to the range
of accelerative forces attainable in today's high-performance aircraft,
many of these illusions are far rm re compelling and severe for jet
pilots than they are for pilots of sing'e-or dual-engine propellor driven
aircraft. On the other hand, since jet pilots generally possess a greater
awareness of the hazards of these illusions, and have extensive exper-
ience in instrument flight, the danger may often be greater for the
reiativeiy inexperiencea gezie.d ii "": ,Iu."ht w-hout.. adeouate
visual reference to the outside world. The most significant of these
illusions will be briefly summarized in this section, with emphasis
on those presenting the greatest hazards to the private pilot.

It is important to note that the in-flight illusions involving the
labyrinthine system do not represent an abnormal functioning of this
orientation mechanism; rather, they result from a normal response to
an "abnormnal" situation, namely flight. It is for this reason that these
illusions are so common; since the false vestibular input cannot be
preventcý!, -tis nzcessary to devise the most effective means by which
it may be overcome.

A number of references in the area of flight safety and related
fields discuss 'n detail the in-flight i]!.usions of vestibular origin, as
well as the anatomical and physiological bases for these illusions, fur
example, Gillingham, (9); Clark and Graybiel (10); Clark (11);

(8)
Robson, R. C. Trapped in the approach bog. viation Week, 1956.
64:154.

(9)
Gillingham, K. K. A primer of vestibular function, spatial disorientation,
and motion sickness. Review 4-66, USAF School of Aerospace Medicine;
Brooks AFB, Texas. June 1966.

(10)
Clark, B. and Graybiel, A. Disorientation: A cause of pilot error, U.S.
Naval School of Aviation Medicine; Research Report No. INM 001 110 100.
39: Marcl" 1955.

(iI)

,lark, 13. Vi-,, .-r),c-p nercrntion as influenced by unusual vestibular
simulation. In Baker, C. A. (ed). Visual capabilities in the space
enviror-ment. Pergarnon, New York. 1965.
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Howard and Templeton, (12). The following paragraphs present a5 general overview of those illusions.

The main structures of the in-w-r ear are the semicircular canals.
which act as sensors for angular acceleration in any of three orthogonal
planes of rotation; and the otolith organs, which are transducers for
linear accelerations. 1, bile both of these mechanisms are highly sensi-
tive to accelerative forces, both are capable of transmitting grossly
erroneous information under certain circumstances, such as during
particular flight maneuvers commonly encountered in high and low
performance aircraft. Whereas earth-bound man is normally subjected

j to rather brief accelerations and decelerations, in flight accelerations,:
are often prolonged arn not immediately followed by an eoual deceleration,
with the result that the vestibular mechanisms behave in un'u .u0 bhions,

:,_-,_producing sensory informatioriwhich the.human. being innot eqj#uiped to
interpret accurately.

Coriolis Effects - Probably the most potent of the disorieurtf effects
produced by the vestibular system occurs in flight during *.rotary
maneuver, when the pilot moves his head so as to change the position of
his semicircular canals with respect to the axis of rotation. Th-
resulting movement of fluid in the canals, and the concomitaaL cupular
displacement, are referred to as Coriolis effects, although, as Howard
aaid Templeton (12)point out, a distinction should properly be made between
cross-coupling effects and true corioli3 effects. The results,. regardless
of terminology, can be particularly devastating, and can be uroduced, for
c:.:ample, when the aircraft is in a roll and the pilot looks down and to one.,,
side. Depending on the direction of roll and the direction of head move-
ment, the pilot receives a compelling sensation of change in attitude in
one or more directioas. This may be accompanied by extrerne dizziness
(sometimes termed vertigo) and by such physiological responses as
sweating and nausea.

These Coriolis cffects have been blamed for a number of fatalities,
most notably in aircraft in which the pl-acernent of the radios-or other
instruments required the pilot to bend down and look to one side in order-
to change frequencies or observe the dials. (13)

(12)
Howard, !. P. and Templeton, W. B., Human Spatial Orientation. Wiley,
New York. 1966.

(13)
Nuttal. j. •. ,Tlhe -rl.:•,patial d~isorieniation. JA,\LA. F4'58.

166: 431-438.
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Oculogravic and Ocu]ogyral Illusions - The oculogravic and oculogyral
illusions are briefly mentioned here because they are frequently dis-

cussed in the literature. They are more likely to be experienced by
the pilot of a high-performance aircraft than by the general aviation
pilot. These illusions are essentially sensations of a visual dis-
placement of a target, brought on by linear or angular acceleration.

In the case of thc oculogravic illusion, a linear acceleration can
cause target displacement ir, a directon consistent with the resullaat
gravitoLnertial force vector. If a piA ,.,..cierates d~ul'ng L..igh. .--a-

level flight, the resultant G-vector is mistakenly interpreted as a c' C
to verticality, causing the pilot to feel that he is tilting backward. in
an otherwise darkened environment, a target in a fixed location relative
to the observer would then appear Wo Lie a:; the pilot senses he is tilting.

The oculogyral illusion refers to the apparent motion of a target
as a result of angular acceleration. If a subject is seated in a rotating
chai-, viewing a target that rutates as he does, an acceleration to the
left will cause an apparent leftward motion of the target. The illusion
may also occur when viewing a moving target in darkness, so thavt the
effects of real and apparent motion may either surnmate or cancel each
other (11).

These illusions have been demonstrated in flight, and are conisiderec
by many to constitutc serious hazards under the proper conditions (10).
The general aviation pilot, however, is probably ii little danger from
these oarticular illusions, because the accelerations he is likely to ex-
perience are iot as great, and because the circunmstances necessary

for their occurrence (e.g. night formation flying) are seldom, if ever,
ene ounte red. •

For more information concerning the nature cf these illusions and
their etiology, see, for example, Whiteside, et al. (14), Graybiel (15),
and Pitts (7). - .

(14)
"',hiteside,. T. C. D. Graybiel, A.and Niven, j. 1. Visual illusions of

:nvemenf. U .. Naval School of Aviation Medicine, NSAM-877:

rctober 163.

5)
Gr'ay'iel, A. Ocuiogcavic illusion. Archives of Ophthalxnol-)gy. 1052.

48: 605 -6 15.
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"Illusions of Attitude - There are a number of ways in which the pilot
of a relatively low-powered aircraft can be seriously misled as to
his true orientation in three-dimensional space, due to misinformation
provided by the vestibular system as a result of a variety of normal
flight maneuvers. These may be generally termed illusions of attitude,
and will occur when there is little or no visual iniormation to contra-
dict the information provided by the vestibular system. If a pilot is
flying in I.ear daytime weather, with good ground and horizon refer-
ences, the visual information will take precedence, and he will have
little or no difficulty maintaining an accurate perception of his orien-

S~~~tation.. ,.,:-, ,...•

"With minimal visual cues, however, illusions of attitude can
* be overwhelming, and may persist even when a pilot flies by reference-

only to his instruments. That is, the "cognitive" informationprovided
by visual reference to his instruments is not as effective as "perceptual"l
information provided by a good look at the outside world. With suf-
ficient training, the cognitive information can be adequate for the pilot
te -nezntain his aircraft in the pr,,per orientation, but the illusions can
persist.

One commonly encountered illusion is the sensation of climbing
when the aircraft is actually in a coordinated turn. Jn such a turn, the
increase in the magnitude of the G-vector from head to seat is easily
perceived as an accelerated straight-ahead climb, which would produce.,
an identical G-loading. - - -- •

. A typical situation in which this illusion coutd L" Vxtr•neely
dangerous would be on takeoff over an area having few lights, or nnr..a
at all (e. g., a large body of water). If the pilot inadvertently entered
into a bank, he could believe himself to be climbing when in fact he was
losing altitude, and could crash without ev.:r having reajized his error.

Conversely, in r-coverng from a turn the reduction in G-loading
can be perceived as the entry into a dive.

One category of illusions commonly e- rr- ;,-cc -re those tht

are due to a change in attitude occurring at a subthreshold rate. It is
possible for an aircraft to enter into a turn or pitch :o <radually as to
be imperceptible, and the pilot may become disoriented caccurdingly.
Similarly, if a turn is initiated gradual'y, but recovery from the tLrn
is suiiicientiy rapid ts be detected by th,. vePtibifar )pparatus, thý,
sensation produced may be one of being in a bank in a direction .oppsite
to that of the initial bank. The pilot may then attenipt to "correct" this
situation and roll the plane in the direction of the initial turn. An
interesting corollary to this illusion is that a condition comnrionly refrerred

6 Best Available Copy



to as the "leans" (16.) may res,-.t if the pilot uses his instiuments
to regain straight and level flight. The illusion of a turn may persist
for some time, and the pilot may feel a compulsion to lean over in
his seat in order to align himself with the preceived vertical. This
ricely illustrates the inability of cognitive information to suppress
sensory information.

Other false perceptions resulting from aircraft maneuvers have
been discussed in the literature and may be observed in flight. For )
example, if a skirl is produced during a turn to the left, the centrifugal

force vill act in such a way as to produce the sensatioa of tilting to
the right. Other illusions of a similar nature, including some primarily
of interest to the jet pilot, are described in a variety of sources (e. g.

Armstrong (16); Dronner, (17); Nuttal, (13).

In summary, it has been shown that vestibular illusions are often
the consequence of normal flight maneuvers and of normal body move-
ments during these maneuvers. For this reason, the problem of mini-
nmizing the likelihood of serious spatial disorientation caused by these

illusory sensations is especially difficult. In most cases it is not possible
to prevent the occurence of the illusion, therefore, it is important that
the pilot be thoroughly indoctrinated as to: (a) the total unreliability of

his vestiblar system in flight, and (b) the particular kinds of maneuvers
and movements during which disorientation is most likely to occur.
Such indoctrination, of course, already takes place for both military
and civilian pilots; in the case of the latter, however, the eifort should
probably be stepped up. In addition to instructional effortij, it is highly
desirable to investigate thoroughly any and all possibilities of external
visual aid systems to assist those pilots who do not have recourse to,
or sufficient experience in the use of extensive onboard flight instru-
me ntation.

The second major category of factors important to a consideration
of spatial disorientation pertains to the visual cues, available to the pilot
in a given situation. The visual conditions that may either contribute to
or produce disorientation will be discussed in the following section.

16)
Armstrong, H. G. Aerospace Medicine. Williams and Wilkins, Baltimore.
1961.

(17)

Bonner, H. Spatial disoriert-ation current concepts and acrornedical
implications. P'evicv: 7., USA F School of Aerospace Medicine:
Brooks Air FoBce Bass , Tcxas. Augist 1963.
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Insufficilent "Slant Range" Visibility - Probably the single most im-
portant visual factor likely to result in spatial disorientation in a
pilot flying VFR can be referred to as insufficient "slant range"
visibility. Thir means that, due to weather conditions and/or dark-
nesr, the pilo..'s furward visibility and visibility to either side is
restricted, such that judgment of the true horizontai is neither as
rapid nor as accurate as would otherwise be possible. The optimal
situation existb, of course, when the true horizon is actually visible.
As inore and more objects and features close to the horizon become
obsc ired, the judgment of proper orientation can become increasingly
difficult, especially when the surface features within the range of
visibility are themselves inadequate or misleading.

This inability to see the horizon or objects close to it is of
paramount importance in a consideration of spatial disorientation.
The principal environmental conditions producing such a visibility
restriction for the VFR pilot include darkness, haze, fog, and precip-
itation. If none of these conditions is present, it is unlikely that
disorientation will occ'%r. As Moser (2) has pointed out in a study of
d-borientation accidents over a four-year period in the Aerospace
Defense CcrnrazAd, all such accidents wer, for d to have occurred during
either weather operations, nighttime operations, or both. Thus, reduced
visibility during darkness or adverse weather can be considered as
necessary conditions for the onset of spatial disorientation during VFR
flight. Normally, i'owever, these conditions are not sufficient in them-
selves to produce di. or.entation. The other factors discussed in this
report can be regarded as- secondary factors,- inasmuch as: (a) condi-
tions of reduced visibility must be present in order for them to occur;,
or (b) they must occur in conjunction with reduced visibility in order
for disorientation to be possible. This has been shown to be true for the
vestibular factors already discussed, and wiil be true for the remaining
factors to be discussed in this section.

Insufficient Number and Placernent of Ground Lights - Under conditionis-of ---
nighttime flying without benefit of moonlighit the pilot must, of course,
rely on the patterning of ground lights as his principal source of o.tside
information concerning his true caientation. In the vicinity of cities or
reasonably populated areas, difficulties would be seldom expected, as a.
more or less continuous array of lights would be provided. The sight of
a distant city on the horizon provides an excellent sorce of information
to the pilot, and a city beyond the horizon may even give sufficient hori-
zontal information, duc' to aanospheric scatter, or to lights reflected
from the bottom of a cloud layer. Even a small city can easily give good
attitude information in one axis; since cities are usually roughly circular,
their elongation when seen from a distance provides a good horizontal
reference.

Best Available Copy



\ist.tko~n Ort wt it)n or Identity of Lihs-In addition to the insuf-
i it, nc'y of ligh i i discussed above, disorientation can result from a
iisjh�u�e�,�L. tof the orientation of an array of lights. For example, if

;a iti f lights from a row of towers was viewed straight ahead and
was l: +iimt.d to be running perpendicular to the direction of travel, the
pil,,t cou,! align his aircraft with respect to this perceived horizontal
cue. If the lights wr-re actually running at other than a 900 angle to
the line of flight, tlis nisperception could result in the pilot's inad-
vertently pia; ing his aircraft in a bank.

An infrequent sitvation when flying over a very sparsely pop-
ulated area with few ground lights in that some of the distant lights can
be mistaken for stars, or vice versa. If ground lights seen straight
ahead are though to be stars, the nilot may perceive himself to be in
"a nose-high attitude, and compensate by entering a shallow dive. For
"a discussion of other similar illusions resulting from misperception
of lights see, for example, Vinacke. (18)

Autokinesis - The autokinetic illusion refers to the apparent movement
of a fixed object in the visual field when other visual references are
absent. The best stimulus for its occurrence is a single small, dim
light seen against a dark background. It has been observed often in
flight, particularly by military pilots--for example, when cne if flying
in a night formation by reference to a single light on the lead aircraft.
It is unlikely to be of serious consequence in general aviation, although
it could occur if a pilot flew directly toward a distant light on the horizon
and maintained a steady fixation on that lighL for a short tieme.

Illusions of Height Based en Misperceived Altitude - Cocquyt (19) has

described an interesting phenomenon by which a misjudgment of altitude
can result in an incorrect estimate of height above the ground. The basic
idea is that if, for example, a pilot is unwittingly in a slight bank to the
left, and looks to tha right at a distant landmark such as a beacon, his
judgment of his height above the ground may be based on the following
information: (a) the distance to the landmark; and (b) the angle between
his line of r.gard to the perceived horizon and his line of regard to the
beacon. In the example given, this angle would, of course, be overestimated

(18)

Vinacke, W. E. Illusions experienced by aircraft pilots while flying.
Aviation Medicine. 1747. 308-325.

(19)
Cocquyt, Propser P. Sensory illusions. Reprinted from Shell Aviation
N'ews. 1953; by the Flight Safety Foundation, Neew York.
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assuming a reasonably accurate estimate of the distance to the beacon.
the result would be an overestimatior, of his altitude. If this illusion
occurred at low altitude, such as during takeoff, a hazardous condition
would exist.

•Misjudgment of Terrain Slant and Distance, due to Misleading Depth
Cues - False perceptions concerning height above the terrain and slope
of the terrain can occur during landing operations during both daytime
and nighttime flight, if inadequate or inuufficieat cues to depth are
present. For example, during the day smooth surface features (e. g.
snow, calm water) provide no texture information with which to judge
height, and the pilot will have a tendency to fly low. In fact, flyihg
over any surface having different texture characteristics from what
the pilot is accustomed to seeing can result in misjudgment of height.
Surface slant can go unperceived in the absence of nearby objects
known to be vertical (trees, buildings) or horizontal (bodies of water).
Misjudgment of distance between objects can result in a misjudgment
of the observer's distance from them. For example, if the pilot sees
two lights on the ground which he thinks are 100 feet apart, when their
actual distance is 50 feet, he will be closer to them than he thinks het
is. It is for this reason that in any cor.fig.uration of lights that may
occur at a variety of airports, the distance between the elements should
remain fixed.

Perspective Reversal - Another illusory perception that has been sug-
gested as a cause of some aircraft accidents is perspective reversal
(20). If only the outlines of a figure are visible against a dark back-
ground, it is possible for the figure to be perceived in more than one
way. For_.cxanip-L,_the-lighted edge-s of a runway viewed at.ananle.
in darkness or fog can give rise to the illusion that the runway has
reversed in depth, with the far end of the runway appearing closer than
the near end. The illusion might become evident to the pilot only if he
were to fly perpendicular to the runway, in which case the relative motion
perspective between the near and far positions of the runway would cause
the runway to appear to rotate in the direction of the aircraft's movement.

Inadequate Visibility during VFR Conditions - Meterological conditions
can exist in which the prevailing visibility may be reported as greater
than VFR minimums but the actual visibility in a certain direction may
be very low or below these minimums. A condition such as this was the
apparent cause of an accident at Jacksonville, Florida in 1971 (21).

(ZO)

Howe, J. A. M. and Gregory, R. L. Visual perception in simulated space
conditions. Journal of the British Interplanetary Society. 1968. 21:209-221.

(21)
Hedstrom, D. M. Recommendation for accident prevention. Jacksonville
District Office, Florida. Department of Transportation. Federal Aviation
Administration. 6 March 1972.
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In this case sea fog was the responsible agent.

To determine visibility, various "markers" have been desig-
nated around reporting stations. Personnel at these stations observe
the markers at specified times and report the visibility as a function
of the contrast, clarity and detail of the target. Targets in use today
are comprised of any number of arbitrary man-made objects such as
apartment buildings, water towers, radio towers, outdoor movie
screens, etc. These objects are typical examples of visibility tar-
gets and as such it seems obvious that this variety can do nothing
but introduce an element of uncertainty into the reported visibility
values. For example, an outdoor movie screen will certainly be more
visible during daylight than radio towers at approximately the same
distance.

Numerous airports are located in areas with no visibility markers
in certain directions; Jacksonville, Florida is an example. East of
Jacksonville is the Atlantic Ocean with the airport located very near the
water. It is from this direction that the most critical weather approaches
the airport. This is also the direction in which no visibility markers
are located (21).

There appear to be at least two major problem areas associated
with the use of visibility markers as currently defined. One is the
wide variety of objects in use and the other is the lack of markers in
all quadrants around airports which have an official weather observation
service. These problems will be further addressed in laser sections
of this report.

bCo
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DISCUSSION

Development of Visual Aid System

Current Visual Aids - A number of visual aid systems are currently
in use to aid the pilot in making landing approaches during periods of

low visibility. Among these are the various VASI (Visual Approach
Slope Indicator) systems and a multitude of approach light configu-
rations. Currently the VASI systems seems to fulfill the require-
ments of most pilots; both instrument and non-irstrument. These
systems are simple in design and use and are ve :y effective in aiding
even the non-instrument pilot in making a properly executed lansing
approach during daylight and darkness. However, the VASI systems
and approach lights are useful only during the landing approach. As
a consequence, the pilot making a take-off at night or during periods
al lO0w visibility has no external visual aid or reference. His only
recourse is to refer Lo hi.i flight instruments; for a non-instrument
rated pilot this is virtually impossibic.

An attempt to alleviate the problem of no take-off reference
has been approached at Lakefront Airport in New Orleans. Two search
lights were positioned along side the departure runway and were directed
up at what was determined to be a proper climb angle for most general
aviation aircraft, During takeoff and departure the pilot could see the
two search light beams; one on either side of his aircraft. His task
during this phase of flight was merely to fly between the two beams of
light. A visual aid system such as this depends entirely upon the pre,-
sence of sufficient atmospheric moisture or dust to reflect light from
the searchlight beam. It is also conceivible that a visual hazard might
be introduced into an already critical situation. If a pilot were to inad-
vertently orient his aircraft auch that he were able to look directly into
the search lights, the results might well be flashblindness during a
time when acute central vision would be most essential.

At night there is usually no "horizontal reference" or "ground.
plane" visible unless the expanse of a city is within visual range. When
a city is thus utilized, the effect is to present the pilot with an essen-:
tially horizontal row of lights. During night flight, t:he non-instrument
rated pilot is forced to rely upon these city lights and the lights visible
over the country side for his horizontal reference. In both cases, the
pilot must maintain a wing level attitude by reference to these lights..'

Simulation Apparatus - An analysis of disorientation accidents indicates
tha. entry intc an "unusual attitude" probably ,recedes an actual c-rash
resulting from spatial disorientation. An "unusual attitude" is defined
as any aircraft attitude nor required for normal flight operations.
During training, the prospective pilot is usually introduced to recovery
from unusual attitudes. Since these attitudes usually incorporated a
rather steep bank, the pilot's instructions, depending on the actual

12
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attitude of the aircraft, are first to stop the turn ()Z). 11 o do thiA,
the wings must be leveled. Final recovery is then made frorn this
wing leve: attitude by reference to either the natural ho.ýizon or the
aircraft instrumentation. This "level the wings" approach was chosen
as the basis for the simulation experiments conducted by Technology
Incorporated.

The device for the simulation tests was constructed with a
slide projector mounted so as to rotate about its optical axis. During
experimental sessions, the subject was presented slide projected
views of the particular light array being tested. The slides were taken
as if the camera were mounted on the cowling of the aircraft with the
aircraft pointed directly at the light array and were presented randomly
with regard to degree of tilt, altitude, approach angle an( distance
from the array. Each array condition was presented to the subject
for a 3. 5 sec. time interval with another slide immediately following.
-The subject's task was to move a joystick side-to-side in order to
orient the array as nearly horizontal as possible on the screen within - ..
this time interval.

All array patterns were constructed of minature incandescent
lamps and photographed on color transparency or direct positive film
for projection. Artist conceptions of the five geometrical patterns
are shown in Figures I through 8.

A total of eight arrays and a large number of conditions were
studied due to the fact that various altitudes, tilts (roll angle), distances
from the array and approach angles were possible. In addition, tests
of one of the circle arrays were conducted with three different array
sizes. This large number of possible array conditions precluded any
live flight tests at this time. In addition, a simulation allowed more
control of the experimental parameters than would have been possible
with live flight tests. It was felt that live flight tests would have also
introduced the possibility of a serious accident into a flight condition
which is known to have resulted in a number of fatalities. Consequently,
it was felt to be unnecessary and dangerous to risk inflight interpre-
tation of the light patterns until a more thorough knowledge of the cues
obtainable from such patterns was available.

(22)
Fedei'al Aviation Agency. Flight Training Handbook No. AC 61,-2
Washington, D. C. 14 3 p. 1965.

Beost Available Copy
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Figure 1. Sixteen light circle array: 1/2 mile diameter circle.
Seen from 2 miles at 900 ft. altitude.

0 04

Figure 2. Twelve light circle array: 2/3 mile diameter circle.
Seen from 2 miles at 900 ft. altitude.
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Figure 3. Forty light grid: Approximately 2800 ft. long. -Seen

from 2 miles at 900 ft. altitude.
0g

6 
0 0

Figure 4. Four light square: ApproximatelY 19710 ft.- po.-r side.

Seen from Z miles at 900 ft. altitude.

1.5
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Figuire 5. Eight light circle array: Approximately 100 it. per
side. Seen from 2 miles at 900 ft. altitude.____- __-

Figure 6. Three light triangle: Approximately 1/2 mile per leg.
Seen from 2 miles at 900 ft. altitude.

16



Figure 7. Ten light single straight line. Approximately 1800 it.
long. Seen frc-t• 2 miles at 900 ft. altitude.

SFigure 8. Ele-,en light 'IT". Approwinmatcly 2000 Mt per le8.
See:i from 2 mniles at 900 ft. altitude.

17



Experimental Approach - The approach taken by Technology Incorporated

to develop a ground based visual aid system was centered on simplicity
and safety. It was determined that the system must present completely
unambiguous orientation information and be readily interpretable by
even a novice pilot. In addition, the device had to be visible from take-
oft to at least pattern altitude. The principle of lights against a dark
or featureless background was employed by Technology Incorporated
to develop the proposeC visual aid system.

Any number of ground-based light configurations were possible,
therefore, five basic geometrical designs were utilized. These were
a straight line, triangle, square, rectangle and circle. Two configurations
of straight lines were used; these were a single line and a "T". The

triangle, square and circle all may be considered circles witlh different,
numbers of light elements. One each equilaterial triangle, square,
octagon, twelve light circle and sixteen light circle were constructed
and tested. Two rectangular configurations were investigatd;one-with
lights around the perimeter only and one with a number of lights, within
the rectangle. Experimental parameters tested for the appropriate
arrays are indicated in Table I.

A total of four subjects were utilized for the initial array selection
tests. Each datum !or the triangle and sirgle straight line was composed
of nine trials per array condition. Each datum for the square, octagon,
sixteen light circle and "T" was composed of ten trials for each of these
array conditions.

.Subject scores consisted of the angle of the projected array as
measured from horizontal. The difference between this angle and the
true horizontal was measured and standard deviations of the absolute
error in degrees were calculated and are presented in Table II. This
procedure was consistent for all arrays tested by the subject panel.

Data were initially obtained in this manner for six geometrical light
patterns. These patterns consisted of a circle, octagon, square, "T",
straght line and triangle. .....

An examination of these data shown in Table II revealed that of
all the arrays tested, the 16 light circle showed the least overall varia-
bility amnong various conditions as judged by the standard deviations and
mean absolute tilt error.

I'his information provided the basis for the continuing array
tests which utilized a twelve light circle. These tests were later expanded
to include a 40 light, filled rectangle. Nine subjects were utilizea for
the twelve light circle evaluation with a total of 25 trials for each array
condition. The grid tests employed three subjects and six trials each
lor each array condition.

18
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Airport Hazard Evaluation

A number of airports are located in areas such that approach
or departure routes are over large expanses of featureless, unlighted
terrain or water. Takeoffs over such areas at night present little
or no problem for the instrument :'ated pilot or for most VFR pilots

as long aa they are aware of the conditions. However, the transient
pilot in particular may not be aware that such a disorientation poten-
tial exists, consequently his takeoff may be attempted entirely b y
outside visual references. If so, at some point n his climb-out, be
will suddenly discover that he no longer has any outside references;

he will then be forced •o quickMy transition to his instruments. For
the. inexperienced, unawarc, or poorly trained pilot this may be im-
possible in time to prevent an accident. Flight operations in such
areas durint daylight hours do not present problems of the same mag-

nitude as during night flight. If the weather conditions are such-that
VFR flight is possible, the chances of spatial disorientation are slight.
However, disorientatiou during daylight hours is a genuine hazard
when the VFR pilot flys into instrument flight weather conditions. This
occurrence was not considered in the present contract effort.

At night over sparsely populatdI areas the pilot can, during,
periods of transient disorientation, misbke the occasional ground
lights for stars. This condition is usv,'1"; ';und enroute but may occur
during departure maneuvers.' I r tatements did not re-
quire any enroute or area evax are possible with the
procedure developed by Technoi.. . .

The approach to disorientation hazard evaluation chosen y by
Technology Incorporated was based on the idea that a pilot must have

ground detail or a natural horizon in his field of view in order to main-

tain his aircraft in a ing-level attitude. Detection of these features
basically depends upon the contrast of the scene dt ring daylight hours.

During periods of overcase, haze, smoke, etc. , t•is contrast is reduced .

with the poss-ble result of totally obscuring the natural horizon. How-

ever, as !on- as the obscuring medium does not reduce viiihility below

VrR ,intnjm'um, the chances of disorientation are slight.

Departures in different directions from th snarne airport can and

usually do present different landscape views to the pilot. At night on

these different aepartures the pilot may have an infLnite variet7 of orien-

tation references ranging from the lights of a nearby large city to no

lights at all. These departures will then present different potentials
for spatial disorientation depending on the number and spatial arrange-

ments of the lights in the pilots field of view. The most pertinent para-

meter for night flight, then, is some minimum nunmber of ground
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lights that will provide adequate horizontal reference cues.
Consequently, Technology Incorporated has constructed a device
which allows a person to make an assessment o' the possible dis-
irientation hazard associated with night flight and night take-offs
and landings.

Ihe device utilized by Technology Incorporated and designated
a "Visibility Meter", operatss on the principle of luminance reduction
and thereby raises the contrast threshold when the luminance is low.
Th! net e,!ect is an apparent reduction of contrast along with the
decreased lumi:-anze. The visibility meter is basically a continuously
graded neutral d-,nsity wedge. The wedge was produced by the East-
man Kodak Company and is mounted between two optically flat glass
discs. Mounted on one side of the glass discs is a 3600 protractor
scale; zero on the scale correspox.ds to the most transparent portion
of the wedge. The scale is rotated 900 to the wedge such that the
sighting is made through the left side of the instrument but the value
fror.. the scale is read at-the top of the device. The wedge is contained
withir a flat metal case with a wing-nut protruding frunm the front. An
opening is milled into the right side of the case through which the edge
of the wedge disc protrudes. The entire device is mounted on a handle
by which it is held close to the operator's face. To eliminate stray
light interference, a dark cloth can be draped over the operator's
head and instri'ment. An exploded view of the device is shown in
Figure 9.

Field use of the Visibility Meter must be preceded by a period
c! practice; this is necessary to assure reasonably consistent results
under field conditions. Instructions for i s of the device during prac-
tic, and in the field are ident.:al and are listed below:

I. Adjust meter to "0".

2. Sight scere- to be evaluated through v~ewi.ig slit. As
soon as the scene is lcated, have a compnanionL start tirnirn an interval
of 13 sec. (See Note)

3. During the 10 seconds progressively darken tke scene by
rotating the glas.ý disk protzud-"g from the right edge of the device.
VWhen the scen- can no longer be distinguished, rotate t&,e disc i:n the
o-,osite direction. Stop this movement when the scene is barely
visible. With pr.-ctice this darken-lighten proccss can be repeated

NOTE: chosen tcý limit the observer' r
i-cient ti:ne f adjust meter.
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.Figure 9.Exploded view of the Visibility Meter
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... .. several times within the 10 sec. interval. Each darken-lighten

repetition should consist of progressively smaller movements of
the wedge disk.

4. At the end of the 10 sec. interval, complete the disk adjust-
ment ia progress (if any) and read the value in the window at tIhe top of
the device.

A number of field trials were conducted with the Visibility Meter
in order to determine the operational capabilities of the device. Data
were taken at San Antonio International Airport; Mustang Beach, north-
east of Corpus Christi on Mustang Island; and Cotulla, Texas. These
data were plotted on polar coordinate graph paper about the runway
heading. Eight observations were made about each airport from a
pattern altitude of 800 feet above the ground. The data thus collect2d
are shown graphically in Figures 10, 11 and 12.

The numbers plotted do not represent any linear measure of
visibility; rather they represent an arbitrary assessment of the ease or
difficulty of being able to disting ai,,.h¾ a natural earth-sky horizon or a
ground light horizon. The visib"" meter values are directly propor-
tional to the apparent horizon vis. .lity. In other words, the higher the
visibility meter values the better the visibility of the horizon. A value
of "0" would indicate absolutely no horizon contrast and would indicate
the presence of a condition conducive to a very high probabiiity of
disorientation.

Visibility Markers

The National Weather Service is currently responsible for deter-
mining and reporting horizontal visibility to the aviation community. To
accomplish this, a person must make a judgment as to the clarity of
certain specified objects as seen through the prevailing atmosphere. These,
objects are termed Visibility Markers and are identified as dark or nearly

dark objects when viewed against the horizon sky during the day. At
night unfocused lights of moderate intensity (about 26 cd) are used (23).

When visibility around the horizon circle is greater than the dis -
tance to the farthest markers, the greatest distance that can be seen in
each direction is estimated. This estimation is based on the appearance
of the markers. If the markers are visible with sharp outlires and little

(23)
U. S. Department of Commerce. Federal Meterological Handbook. No. 1.
Surface Observations. Revision No. 2: 1 Ti iary 1972. 4
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'blurring of color, the visibility is greater than the distance to the

marker. if the marker can barely be seen and identified, the visi-

bility is about the same as the distance to that marker (23).

Investigation has revealed that the visibility markers in use

today are a heterogenous mixture of almost any man-made object.

Due to the placement of such objects there can often be rather

large gaps in reported visibilities. For instance, one observation

station has established a hospital at 7- 1/2 miles and a water tower

at 13 miles. The water tower is the only object at this distance,

consequently the visibility if over a few miles in any other quadrant

can only be estimated.

In order to obtain a range of reasonably good visibility measure-

ments, a number of objects at different distances are required. As

visibility decreases, the objects tend to become more diffuse and

Sgrayer. Logically, then, a small dark object could be seen less

'clearly than a large dark object. Using this premise, Technology
Rncorporated designed the type of visibility marker shown in Te-st

!Results.

Sesk :
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TEST RESULTS

Visual Aid System

Results of the initial array elimination phase are shown in
Table II. All of these arrays were tested at a simulated two miles
and at an altitude of 900 feet. Due to the geometry of the array,
the approach angles were different. For instance, the square
could be viewed with two uf the p-' imeter lights forming a straight
line perpendicular to the visual path of the observer. This was
called the 900 approach angle. The same term was applied to all
other approaches when the arrays were oriented such that two
perimeter lights formed a straight line perpendicular to the obser-
ver's lLie of sight. Again using the square as an example; the same
geometry could be seen to repeat itself every 900 about the figure;
every 900 a square or diamond would be seen so the three approach
angles chosen for this figure were 900 (seen as square), 45 0 (seen
as a diamond), and 57-1/z 0 . This same logic was followed for deter-
mining all othcr approach angles for the other arrays.------------- .-

In terrms of overall variability, the arrays are ordered from
the greatest to the least in Table 1I. Generally, single line arrays J
(square, T, line, triangle) proved to be confusing because of their
changing appearance as a person moved about the array. However,
as the number of lights in the array was increased to 8 (octagon)
and 16 (circle) the overall variability was rather markedly decreased.
The overall variability is stressed here because of the possibility
that a pilot may see the array from any approach angle, consequently
the array that produces the least overall variability is the most
desirable. This initial test phase demonstrated the fact that of the
arrays investigatec, the circle proved to be easier to interpret and
to align horizontally than any other geometrical configuration of
lights. These results lead to the second test phase in which a 12
light circle was intensively researched. The object of this pha0e was
to define as many operational characteristics of the circle array
as possible. In addition, a 40 light rectangular grid was also inves-
tigated. Many airports are closely surrounded by cities which present
to the pilot a grid system made up primarily of street lights. The
pilot's response to such an "artificial city" was the objective of this

particular research phase.

Reference to Table I1l and IV reveals that the overall subject

variability in response to the 12 light circle and rectangle is virtually
identical and also virtually identical to the 16 light circle. Even so,
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TABLE n

COMPARISON OF LIGHT ARRAYS AT VARIOUS

HORIZONTAL ANGLES OF APPROACH

Overall
Array Variability

4 light square approach 4 900 ,57t, 450

a 2.085 1.942 10.988 7.592[
S 2.020 2.060 10. 300 4.796

10 light line approach 4 90° 45o 20_

3, 541 4.974 6.958 6.653

2. 389 8.778 12. 000 7. 72Z

20 light "T" -approach h 900 450 zoo
a 0.866 5.280 7.410 5.847j

0.840 4.960 7.060 4.287

3 t~gi.. triangle approach 4 9g0 450 200

j 5.458 5.524 3,238 4.727
j 3.537 3.981 2.925 3.481

8 light actogon approach d 90 0 800 67°.......
1 a ,1071 2,594 0.856 1.729

1.580 2.260 1.320 1.720

16 light circle approach 4 90g 79-3/40

• I1 182 ±6 16____ 329
S1.520 1.380 1.450

approach • The ground-plane angle from which the array is viewed

s Standard dcviation of the absolute tilt error

7 Mean of absolute tilt error (measured in degrees)
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a carefuli study of these tables shows that the overall variability
for the approach angles to the rectangle covers a larger range than
the variability for approach angles to the circle (0. 96 - 1. 72 as
comiared to 1.29 - 1.40). This alone argues in favor of the circri
as an orientation array. However, further reasons for the circle
are that fewer lights would be required and that it would occupy
less iand.

Further study of Table III will show that within the experi-
mental matrix the variability is at its lowest when a 2/3 mile
diameter circle is seen from a distance of 2 miles and highest when
that circle is seen from 1/2 mile. The altitude and approach angle
shows some variability but not to the extent seen in the distance to
circle-circle diameter comparison. A study of these data indicate
that the approach angle and altitude up to and including 9f0 feet are
not critical for this array.

When seen from two miles and up to and including 900 feet
above ground level, all circles presented a flat ellipse to the pilot
with the long axis oriented horizontally. The geometry of the array
remained virtually identical regardless of the viewing angle. This
was not the case with any other pattern tested. From four miles,
the circle appeared to be a straight line regardless of the viewing
angle ard altitude up to and including 900 feet AGL.

In addition to the wing level indication, it is possible that,
with practice, a pilot could perceive altitude information from the
circle. This additional information is due to changes in the perceived
thickness and shape of the ellipse as the pilot changes his altitude
and consequently his vertical viewing angle. The same information
could be obtained from any closed sided geometrical figure but only
the circle allows both horizontal and altitudc orientation from any
point about the array.

Airport Hazard Evaluation

Field trials with the Visibility Meter have shown that it may
have little if any applicability to daylight sceucq. This is due primarily-
to the great range of brightness possible during these hcurs. The
horizon can be obscured by the device but to do so during VFR flight
conditions is virtually meaningless because the pilot has very little
chance of disorientation when visual flight rules are in effect. He can in
practically all cases distinguish an earth-sky horizon or sufficient
ground features to maintain the aircraft relatively roll free.

t v Avai ab e Cop
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Night trails have shown the approximate correlations listed
in Table V. Visibility Meter valie, wvtr: u " *tt. .r..2.-"
visibility observations because the two are basically different
(where meteorological visibility is distance, in miles, at which an
arbitrary object can be seen, the Visibility Meter assigns an arbi-
trary value to horizon visibility as a function of brightness and
contrast). The seemingly subjective assessments listed in Table V
appear to be entirely appropriate and are simply based on whether
enough lights were visible on the ground or the horizon to m.aintain
a horizontal reference.

Table V was assembled in order to quantify the visibility
meter values. This was done by correlating these values with
actual observed visibility and a subjective assessment of the degree
cf disorientation hazard for that flight situation.-- -The "Assessment
of Horizon Visibility" (Column 2, Table V) was made from actual
in-flight observations. Visibility meter values (Column I, Table V)
were also obtained at the same time as the visual assessments or
within a few minutes of the visual assessments.

Figures 10, 11, and 12 show results of the evaluation of three
distinctly different airport environments. Disorientation at San
Antonio International Airport is very unlikely but is definitely more
of a probability when departing in the northern circle segment bounded
by 3000 to the west and 800 to the east. To the south, the major
portion of San Antonio is visible and disorientation due to loss of
the horizon is virtually impossible. Even to the north, disorienta-
tion at this airport is unlikely because a slight turn will bring more
lights into view. Due to the mass of lights in the San Antonio area,
all data shown in Figure 10 were collected with a neutral density
attenuator inserted into the Visibility Meter in addition to the neutral
density wedge. This was necessary because even the darkest portion
of the wedge would not obscure the mass of lights toward downtown
San Antonio, thus indicating the need for more attenuation.

Disorientation at Cotulla (Figurell) is more of a probability
than at San Antonio. However, on a clear night, as long as the pilot
is attentive to the few lights that are visible, he is not likely to
become disoriented. The most hazardous direction of take-off
here is toward the southeast. In this direction, a turn of approxi-
mately 450 to 900 would be necessary to see Cotulla and an even
greater turn would be necessary to see the lights of San Antonio

30
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TABLE IV

VISIBILITY METER

EVALUATION RESULTS

Visibility Meter* Assessment of Assessment of
Value Horiw-n Visibility Disorientation Hazard

0 - 50 No horizon visible;no Very high probability of
moonlight;i "no ground disorientation
lights

50 - 100 Few randomly scattered Disorientation probable
lights on horizon -- could but not likely as long as

be momentarily mistaken pilot is attentive to
for stars attitude of aircraft

100 - ZOO Light of small towns or Disorientation unlikely
cities or horizon or larger
towns (Austin, San
Antonio) over horizon

200 - 300 Large expanse of lights Disorientation due to loss
in visual field very close vf horizon virtually
to town or city impossibi

"*These limits are viot intended to be absolute but nmy serve as a guide to

interpretation of the valves obtaine ith 'he Visibility Meter.
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*A1%ch are, at pattern altitude, over the horizon. No additional
t11,ht attenuation was used at this locati'rn due to the dimness and
r arceness of the available lights.

Evaluation of the Mustang Beach Airport proved to demon-
strate a condition conductive to a high potential for disorientation.
Take-off toward the southeast (over water) presents the pilot with
absolutely no horizontal reference. A turn ot at least 450 in
either direction is necessary to pick up any useful horizon infirm-
ation. Execution of this turn by an inexperienced or unaware pitor
could easily lead to an unusual altitude from which recovery ac
low altitude would be impossible. Take-off in the northwest half
of the horizon circle presents no problem unless at VFR minimums..
Take-off in this direction is over a shall' v bay, the shore of which
could t)e obscured by some atmospheric conditions. The additional
light attenuator was used at this station because of the brightness
of the lights of Corpus Christi.

Visibility Markers

A study of the method of determining horizontal visibility has
shown that a requirement exists for a more objective method of
determining this weather parameter.

The study conducted by Technology Incorporated has :esulted
in the tentative design of a potential visibility target and is shown
in Figu'e 13. No dimensions were ascertained due to the limited
tim-e available 'or this work. The target is designed to be placed.
a fixed distance from the observation point. As the visibility
worsens, the smaller shalt and blocks will be gradually obscured.
The smallest square which can be seen should then give an indication
of the visibilit, providing that a careful "alibration has been performed.

Visibility at night may be determined by installing an unfocused
lamp of desired bri,4 Ltness on top of the target. The lamp may then be
wired back to the observation point and the brightness controlled by a
potentiometer operated by the observy . The dial of the "pot" may be

calibrated, thuL allowing the observei ,: tend the visibility directly

when the lamp is adjusted to the visual Lnreshold of the observer.

A second rneihod of determining night visibility is to floodlight
the target. The visibility could then be determined in the same manner-
as during the daylight hours.

Sbest Available COPY
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Figure I.Visibility Mtter evaluation of Cotullaj
Airoport, 26 December 1972, !9')0 Hrx.
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There are meteorological corditions in which these measure-
ment techniques will not be useful. These conditions have not yet
been determined but probably will include heavy fog, rain and snow.
During these conditions, the targets will not be visible regardless
of their size or contrast. Such conditions will probably necessitate
use of alternative targets much like those in use today.

V
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CO NC LUSIONS

Visual Aid System

Simulation experiments conducted by Technology Incorporated
have shown that circle can provide a pilot sufficient information
to maintain a wing-level altitude. Circles of three different diameters
were investigated at two altitudes, three distances from the observer
and five aircraft tilt (roll) angles. The simulator used in this work
did not have completely desired "realism" but was felt to be sufficient
under the contract limitation of funds.

Results obtained with this simulator indicate that a ground-
based light array should be placed two miles from the end of the:
runway and one half to one mile from the certerline of the runway.
This array should be 2/3 mile in diameter and should be composed
of 12 lights spaced at 300 intervals about the circle.

The next step in the development of a ground-based tight
array would seem to be construction and deployment of such a system.
However, it is felt that this alone would not serve to demonstrate
the degree of effectiveness of this concept. While the ground based
lights might prove to be better than nothing in a desolate area,
installation of such arrays will no: be feasible for many of the
prc~lem sites due to terrain conditions. The alternative to a ground
system . use of aircraft instrumentation. Technology Incorporated
believes that the probable solution to the problem of spatial dis-
orientation is not a ground based visual aid although development of such
a system was the contract goal.

Airport Hazard Evaluation

The method of airport hazard evaluation developed by Technology
Incorporated appears to be adequate provided some logical judgement
is exercised by the observer. The particular device designed and
shown in Figure 9 is not intendJ to be a final deliverable item.
Its sole function was to demonstrate the practicality of this approach
to disorientation hazard evaluation.

A scale of 0 through 360 was arbitrarily chosen but 0 through 10
or 100 might be more applicable to a field instrument. Also, it is
thoueht that a neutral deneity step wedge with perhaps ten descrete steps might
be easier to operate and provide more consistent results than the
continuously graded wedge used in the present device.
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Visibility Markers

Technology Incorporated feels that the use of current visi-
bility markers for the determination of meteorological visibility
should be subjected to close scrutiny. The markers currently

in use are not uniform in size or appearance and a'e usually poorly
spaced about the observation station. It is felt that identical
visibility targets should be designed and uniformly spaced about

the station.
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